


ABOUT US



40.000 m2 closed 
production area

with 350 Employees  

Complete solutions 
from A to Z.

As Cantek we manufacture all 
the equipment and provide 
turnkey solutions in cold 
storage, slaughterhouse / meat 
processing and plant factories.

We think that it is a right for 
all humanity to reach healthy, 
economic and continuous food.

Hence, our corporate philosophy 
is to develop innovative solutions 
to provide food security.



Evolution Of Agriculture

1.0 - Neolithic Revolution 12.000 years ago

2.0 – Agricultural Mechanization 19th Century

3.0 – Greenhouse Agriculture 20th Century

4.0 – Plant Factories 21st Century



FOOD,
  the problem 
   of all.



World Population
Projected world population until 2100

By 2030, 
World’s population 
is expected to be 
8,5 billion

1990

2015

2030

2050

2100

5.3 billion

7.3 billion

8.5 billion

9.7 billion

11.2 billion
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The challenges we face 
are perfectly clear. 

Doing nothing 
will cost us 
everything.

By 2050, we’ll need to feed 10 billion people using 
the same resources we currently have. Extensive 
agricultural practices and climate change have 
resulted in an alarming decline in biodiversity — 
and with dwindling supplies of arable land and 
clean water, food production is at risk. To ensure a 
sustainable future, we must rethink and reform our 
food systems.





In our world, where arable land and water suitable for agriculture are gradually 
decreasing, and where the climate balance is deteriorating; Farminova 
has focused on the “Food Security”. This concept becomes more and more 
important every  passing day, and “plant factories” turn into one of the most 
important technologies for the future of agriculture.

Why FARMINOVA?



Why FARMINOVA?

Will be a 
irreplaceable solution for 
the food  problems of all..



Nutritious Value
The crops receive the nutrition they need. Therefore they are
ultra healthy and ultra delicious.

Controlled Environment
As Plant Factories are controlled environments, they are not
influenced from any external effect.

Stable Quality
Each the you can harvest the same quality and the same 
taste.

Local Harvest
You can grow crops where they will be consumed. You 
minimize the carbon food print.

Continuous Production
365 days harvest with much more efficiency comparing to a
greenhouse.

0% Pesticides
Controlled environments prevent any harmful effect. Therefore,
there is no need to use pesticides or herbicides.

Water Efficiency
As plants absorb nutrients directly from the water they use up
90-95% less water.

Ultra Productivity
You can achive ultra efficiency with minimal land usage.

Why FARMINOVA?



Plant Factory
Food Production & Sustainability

1 L
 water usage
per kg lettuce

250 L
water usage
per kg lettuce

80-100 kg 
crop yield
per m2 / y lettuce

3,9 kg 
crop yield
per m2 / y lettuce

43
food miles
in transportation

2000
food miles
in transportation

Nor all crops can be cost-efficiently grown  
in vertical farms. The future?
A combination of all 3 production methods.

Energy from the sun = Free

Open Field Production
Food Production & Sustainability Facts

Why FARMINOVA?



Conventional  Farming 
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Year-round 
production

Why FARMINOVA?



Conventional  
Farming 

FARMINOVA

RATE OF 
MARKETABLE 
PRODUCTION

≤% 75 % 93 ≥



FARMINOVA

2.5 Million Ton 

of  pesticides 
used worldwide

% 0
PESTICIDES

0.1 %
EFFICIENCY

TRADITIONAL 
FARMING

Why 
FARMINOVA?



Compared to traditional agriculture, vertical farming 
uses  26 times less land.



PRODUCTS

STRAWBERRY PARSLEY DILL SPINACH RED BASILKALE

BASIL OREGANO LETTUCE CHIVES MUSHROOM



Ultra Healthy
Ultra Tasty
365 days of;

• Standart quality of crops

• Constant amount of products

• Fixed price product

• Cultivate at the point of demand (Hyper Local)

• Minimum waste and carbon footprint

•Remote monitor and control of all critical 

parameters for continuous growth…



Technology of 
FARMINOVA

Led 
Lighting

Robotic
System

Air 
Conditioning

Technologies

Remote
Control

Automated
Dosing

System

Aeroponics
Ebb & Flow



Robotics is an important technology of 
Industry 4.0, which provides extensive 
capabilities to FARMINOVA. Automation 
technologies, through IIoT (‘Industrial 
Internet of Things’) connect, control and 
monitor networks of devices, machines, 
robots and cloud information in real 
time (via ‘Cloud Monitoring’).  This way 
it allows them to learn, operate and 
function automatically, minimising human 
intervention and optimising production.



R&D Facilities 6.000 m2 
New generation plant factories of Farminova with 22 Test 
Rooms were launched in 2021
Development researches will be continued at the 4,500 m² 
extension area

FARMINOVA



We Build Smart & Highly 
Automated Vertical Farming 
Solutions For A Sustainable 
Future

Plant Production.
Reimagined

Plant Quality. 
Redefined

Vertical Farming. 
Revolutionized



GLOBAL Vertical Farming Market

3.04
BILLION
USD

24.11
BILLION
USD

2021 2030

*CGR
%22.9

2021-2030

* Conpount Growth Rate



GREEN 
ENERGY



Not every crop grows 
everywhere, the prices and
quality of the products are 
very variable, the population is 
increasing, our world is getting 
polluted.

UN Sustainable
Development
and Farminova

We are on a path to benefit 
humanity with technology 
and innovation...



FARMINOVA
15.000 
Project

30
years

70
country

Farminova is a brand of
CANTEK GROUP

Who has realized more than 15,000 food 
storage and processing projects in 70 
countries, for 30 years; and has made many 
studies to establish food security awareness 
all over the world.

www.cantekgroup.com




